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The paper discusses the visual rhetoric used in the advertisement of housing regeneration schemes in London and Shanghai, especially when they recall notions of memory and heritage. It is argued that the expanding allusion to heritage has an active role in supporting the economic value of the interventions through culture. It is also argued that the ‘imaginification’ of architecture has practical qualities and spatial consequences which affect the way we can inhabit the city, and influence our understanding of property matters, citizenship rights and urban accessibility. The relationship between visual culture and the built environment, reveals some of the mechanism though which democracy, sense of belonging and civic space are progressively put at stake.
Advertisement rhetoric in Shanghai and London reveals a striking sameness in
communication techniques, but also share similar trends on contents, first of which
being the reference to notions of culture and memory, increasingly used as
redevelopment drivers to justify operations which are in fact financial. Heritage is
simultaneously a reason for the conservation of some parts of the city and for the
demolition of some others, a symbolic asset to be returned to the collectivity and an
economic value to be privatized. Its use is particularity significant in a moment when, on
a wider stage of global politics, national states embed cultural values into popular
rhetoric against an increasing consent, and cultural references are included into
promotional materials addressing at the same time local and global audiences.
The case studies observed are two: Battersea Power Station in London and the Suhe
Creek in Shanghai. The luck of these projects is built partially thanks to their central
position, and partially thanks to a dedicated narrative which disguises exclusive
operations behind operation of “urban restitution”.
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